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Adult
 For our complete range of Adult titles visit

 mac-ed.courses/adult

BRITISH ENGLISH

Available in British English

DIGITAL STUDENT’S BOOK

Fully interactive version of the 
Student’s Book with embedded  
video and audio

AMERICAN ENGLISH

Available in American English

INTERNATIONAL ENGLISH

A variety of versions from  
around the world

RESOURCE CENTRE

Additional downloadable content  
for teachers and/or students

VIDEO

Video content

PRESENTATION KIT

Interactive presentation material  
for use with projectors and/or 
interactive whiteboards

CD-ROM

Additional content for teachers  
and/or students

ONLINE WORKBOOK/PRACTICE

Additional practice activities  
with automatic scoring

ICONS KEY

eBOOK

Page faithful version of the  
Student’s Book

http://www.macmillanenglish.com/category/adult-and-young-adult/
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Listening & Speaking

+ Student’s Resource Center 
and Online WorkbookB2

The skills for success at 
university and beyondStudent’s Book Pack

Ellen Kisslinger &
Lida Baker
Series Consultant: 
Dorothy E. Zemach

Second Edition 3
Language Hub

Take the complexity 
out of teaching 

See page 54

Skillful Second Edition

Academic English 
skills taken to the  
next level

See page 55

HIGHLIGHTS

B1

PRE-INTERMEDIATE 
Student’s Book

+ access to  
Student’s App

DANIEL BRAYSHAW 
JOHN HIRD

COMMON EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK

A1 A2 B1 B1+ B2 C1
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Language Hub is a six-level general English course for adults 
promoting effective communication and building confidence 
through carefully structured activities with regular opportunities 
for meaningful practice. At its core is a well-balanced skills syllabus 
with clear learning outcomes, explored through a wide range of 
interesting topics.

Features of the course include:

•  Engaging video 
content to show 
functional language in 
context, with a ‘sitcom’ 
series providing 
realistic models 
for learners’ own 
language production 
and authentic video 
content providing 
input for further 
practice including 
content from sources 
such as the Guardian.

•  Additional Writing 
Lessons designed to 
help learners improve 
their communicative 
writing skills covering 
a range of genres 
aligned to the topic of 
each unit.

•  A Students’ App 
which offers learners 
quick and flexible 
practice opportunities 
when and where 
they need it, and also 
provides exposure to 
target language for 
class preparation and 
consolidation.

PRE-INTERMEDIATE 
Student’s Book

http://formeaningfulpractice.at/
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Language Hub is the new course for adults which promotes 
effective communication with carefully structured activities  
and regular opportunities for meaningful practice. Its innovative  
app provides everything you need for your class in one place, 
saving you time for what you love doing! 

With video  
content from

Take the complexity 
out of teaching English 

Well balanced skills syllabus with  
clear learning outcomes aligned  
to the revised CEFR

Student App with quick and  
flexible practice opportunities  
and exposure to target language  
for class preparation

Engaging video content including  
a sitcom series and authentic 
content from sources such as  
The Guardian newspaper

Elementary, Pre-intermediate and Intermediate in August 2019

Starter, Upper Intermediate and Advanced in January 2020
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Language Hub is the new course for adults which promotes 
effective communication with carefully structured activities  
and regular opportunities for meaningful practice. Its innovative  
app provides everything you need for your class in one place, 
saving you time for what you love doing! 

With video  
content from

Take the complexity 
out of teaching English 

Well balanced skills syllabus with  
clear learning outcomes aligned  
to the revised CEFR

Student App with quick and  
flexible practice opportunities  
and exposure to target language  
for class preparation

Engaging video content including  
a sitcom series and authentic 
content from sources such as  
The Guardian newspaper

Elementary, Pre-intermediate and Intermediate in August 2019

Starter, Upper Intermediate and Advanced in January 2020
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Language Hub                NEW
DAN BRAYSHAW, JEREMY DAY, JON HIRD, PETER MAGGS, EDWARD PRICE, GARETH 
REES, LOUIS ROGERS, GRAHAM SKERRITT, CATHERINE SMITH, INGRID WISNIEWSKA

Language Hub is a new six-level general English course for 
adult learners which takes the complexity out of teaching 
English. It is designed to promote effective communication 
and helps to build learners’ confidence with regular 
opportunities for meaningful practice.

With Language Hub, producing interesting and motivating lessons has never been easier.  

At its core is a well-balanced skills syllabus with clear learning outcomes using a range  

of interesting topics, and a functional language strand presented through an entertaining 

video series. The Teacher’s Book makes lesson preparation intuitive with annotated  

‘teach-off-the-page’ lessons supported by tips and ideas taken from the award-winning 

Macmillan Books for Teachers series.

• Language Hub is easy to use in a variety of teaching situations due to its firm pedagogic 

foundation, and syllabus aligned to the revised CEFR.

• Comprehensive video content includes engaging ‘sitcom’ series providing realistic 

models for learners’ own language production, and additional authentic video content 

from The Guardian offering further input for practice.

• The Writing lessons in the Student’s Book help learners improve their communicative 

writing skills and cover a range of genres aligned to the topic in each unit of the course.

• The Student App offers learners quick and flexible practice opportunities when  

and where they need it, and also provides exposure to target language for class 

preparation and consolidation. 

• The Teacher App helps to deliver content in a simple-to-use lesson pathway designed 

for easy presentation and truly engaging lessons.

B1

PRE-INTERMEDIATE 
Student’s Book

+ access to  
Student’s App

DANIEL BRAYSHAW 
JOHN HIRD

COMMON EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK

A1 A2 B1 B1+ B2 C1
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Language Hub is a six-level general English course for adults 
promoting effective communication and building confidence 
through carefully structured activities with regular opportunities 
for meaningful practice. At its core is a well-balanced skills syllabus 
with clear learning outcomes, explored through a wide range of 
interesting topics.

Features of the course include:

•  Engaging video 
content to show 
functional language in 
context, with a ‘sitcom’ 
series providing 
realistic models 
for learners’ own 
language production 
and authentic video 
content providing 
input for further 
practice including 
content from sources 
such as the Guardian.

•  Additional Writing 
Lessons designed to 
help learners improve 
their communicative 
writing skills covering 
a range of genres 
aligned to the topic of 
each unit.

•  A Students’ App 
which offers learners 
quick and flexible 
practice opportunities 
when and where 
they need it, and also 
provides exposure to 
target language for 
class preparation and 
consolidation.

PRE-INTERMEDIATE 
Student’s Book

A1     C1

Discover more about Language Hub at:

mac-ed.courses/language-hub

Beginner Elementary Pre-intermediate Intermediate Upper 
Intermediate Advanced

Student’s Book with Navio App 9781380016508 9781380016706 9781380016904 9781380017109 9781380017307 9781380017505

Workbook with Key 9781380016577 9781380016775 9781380016973 9781380017178 9781380017376 9781380017574

Workbook without Key 9781380016560 9781380016768 9781380016966 9781380017161 9781380017369 9781380017567

Teacher’s Book with Navio App 9781380016522 9781380016720 9781380016928 9781380017123 9781380017321 9781380017529

Elementary, Pre-intermediate and Intermediate in September 2019
Starter, Upper Intermediate and Advanced in January 2020
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A1     C1

Listening & Speaking

+ Student’s Resource Center 
and Online WorkbookB2

The skills for success at 
university and beyondStudent’s Book Pack

Ellen Kisslinger &
Lida Baker
Series Consultant: 
Dorothy E. Zemach

Second Edition 3 Skillful 
Second Edition 
LIDA BAKER, DAVID BOHLKE, ROBYN BRINKS LOCKWOOD, STEVEN GERSHON,  
ELLEN KISSLINGER, EMMA PATHARE, GARY PATHARE, LOUIS ROGERS,  
LINDSAY WARWICK, DOROTHY E. ZEMACH

Skillful Second Edition is a 5-level Academic English course 
designed for students in university programmes. Its rigorous 
step-by-step approach develops language proficiency and 
academic skills, helping students perform at their best.

Skillful Second Edition engages and challenges students with interesting and relevant 

topics, using fresh, dynamic content and meaningful academic tasks. The material in this 

latest edition, enhanced with all new digital content, encourages learners to study  

and analyse a wide range of ideas and problems in order to form and express their  

own opinions with the confidence needed to achieve academic success. 

• Authentic video from Reuters presents language in a real-world context, encouraging 

ideas and debate, introducing key language and vocabulary and stimulating  

active listening.

• The improved skills-based tasks and scaffolded approach to producing extended 

speaking and writing responses create an even stronger focus on getting students  

to clearly and confidently express themselves in written and spoken English.

• Increased focus on vocabulary teaching and revision and coverage of the Academic 

Word List helps students with reading and listening to long, academic texts.

• Study Skills training is based on the work of pioneer researcher and expert in the field, 

Stella Cottrell, and helps equip students with the skills and techniques to improve their 

academic performance.

• Following a shared topic syllabus, the Skillful Second Edition Reading & Writing and 

Listening & Speaking books can be combined seamlessly, or used independently.

To find out more about Skillful Second Edition, download free samples at:

mac-ed.courses/skillful-second-edition

LISTENING & SPEAKING Foundation Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Premium Digital Student’s Book Pack 9781380010292 9781380010445 9781380010568 9781380010681 9781380010803

Premium Student’s Book Pack 9781380010285 9781380010476 9781380010599 9781380010704 9781380010827

Premium Teacher’s Pack 9781380010339 9781380010490 9781380010612 9781380010735 9781380010834

READING & WRITING Foundation Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Premium Digital Student’s Book Pack 9781380010353 9781380010506 9781380010629 9781380010742 9781380010865

Premium Student’s Book Pack 9781380010346 9781380010537 9781380010650 9781380010766 9781380010889

Premium Teacher’s Pack 9781380010391 9781380010551 9781380010674 9781380010797 9781380010896

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information

NEW

http://www.macmillanenglish.com/courses/skillfulsecondedition/
http://www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue


NOW WITH REUTERS 
VIDEO CONTENT 

Step-by-step dual skills approach 
to developing language

Authentic video material  
from Reuters TM  

Dedicated Study Skills training 
from Stella Cottrell

Solve the academic puzzle
Skillful helps teachers prepare students for success in academic 

university English programmes. Through engaging content,  

a skills-based syllabus, clear step-by-step lessons, and a strong 

academic focus, students develop the language, confidence, 

and skills they need at university and in their future careers. 

Search Macmillan Skillful Second Edition

5656

http://www.macmillanenglish.com/courses/skillful-second-edition/


NOW WITH REUTERS 
VIDEO CONTENT 

Step-by-step dual skills approach 
to developing language

Authentic video material  
from Reuters TM  

Dedicated Study Skills training 
from Stella Cottrell

Solve the academic puzzle
Skillful helps teachers prepare students for success in academic 

university English programmes. Through engaging content,  

a skills-based syllabus, clear step-by-step lessons, and a strong 

academic focus, students develop the language, confidence, 

and skills they need at university and in their future careers. 

Search Macmillan Skillful Second Edition

5757
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A1     B2

Breakthrough Plus 
2nd Edition

MILES CRAVEN

Breakthrough Plus 2nd Edition builds on Macmillan’s  
best-selling series for young adults and adults, adopting  
a communication-focused approach to help learners  
develop their listening and speaking skills.

The flexible material and pick-and-mix-nature of Breakthrough Plus 2nd Edition is ideal  

for mixed-ability classes and encourages students to become confident and fluent 

speakers. Authentic, natural language is practised through engaging and relevant tasks, 

motivating learners to overcome challenges and apply what they have learnt.

• Focus on communicative activities provides a dynamic and engaging classroom 

experience to improve students’ listening and speaking skills.

• Each unit contains Skills Expansion Pages which help teachers meet the needs  

of all students, regardless of their current ability or learning speed.

• New Conversation and Exchange Videos now accompany the already existing  

Expansion Videos, further enhancing the course aimed at building students’  

confidence to communicate in English.

• Transferable skills, essential for study and work, are developed through the new 

Presentation Skills sections which provide practical models that students can adopt  

and replicate.

• Teachers can provide a heads-up interactive learning experience through the new  

and enhanced Teacher’s Presentation Kit and Resource Centre.

Intro Level Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Workbook Pack 9781380003294 9781380003096 9781380003140 9781380003195 9781380003249

Student’s Book 9781380001177 9781786328571 9781380001115 9781380001139 9781380001153

Premium Teacher’s Book Pack 9781380002037 9781380001672 9781380001764 9781380001863 9781380001955

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information

Discover more about Breakthrough Plus 2nd Edition at:

mac-ed.courses/breakthrough-plus-2

http://www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue
http://www.macmillanenglish.com/breakthroughplus2/
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A1     C1

Beginner Elementary Pre-intermediate Intermediate Upper 
Intermediate Advanced

Digital Student’s Book Pack 9780230494770 9780230494817 9780230494855 9780230494893 9780230494930 9780230494978

Digital Student’s Book Pack 
Premium

9780230494787 9780230494824 9780230494862 9780230494909 9780230494947 9780230494985

Student Online Workbook 9780230458789 9780230458734 9780230458741 9780230458697 9780230491984 9780230492011

Student’s Book Pack 9780230458277 9780230458284 9780230458291 9780230458307 9780230458253 9780230458260

Student’s Book Pack Premium 9780230458154 9780230458109 9780230458116 9780230458185 9780230458192 9780230458208

Teacher’s Book Pack  
Premium Plus

9780230495319 9780230495326 9780230495333 9780230495340 9780230495357 9780230495364

Workbook Pack with key 9780230458369 9780230458437 9780230458383 9780230458451 9780230458406 9780230458413

Workbook Pack without key 9780230458420 9780230458376 9780230458444 9780230458390 9780230458468 9780230458475

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information

Open Mind
STEVE TAYLORE-KNOWLES, MICKEY ROGERS, JOANNE TAYLORE-KNOWLES,  
DOROTHY E. ZEMACH, INGRID WISNIEWSKA

Open Mind provides adult learners with the skills to explore 
contemporary topics, develop real language skills and prepare 
for their study, work and future career.

Designed to help students become natural, effective communicators, Open Mind prepares 

learners for life both in and out of the work environment. The comprehensive life skills 

syllabus will help students develop an understanding of ‘work and career’, ‘study and 

learning’, and ‘self and society’. Students will also acquire essential strategies to help them 

become more efficient learners.

• The four skills are systematically developed through a carefully designed skills syllabus, 

phasing in new skills while consolidating existing ones.

• A diverse range of topics exposes learners to a variety of perspectives in order  

to encourage critical thinking.

• Self-assessment features are built into speaking and writing workshops, allowing students 

to monitor and track their own progress.

• High quality video content matched to the themes and language areas covered  

in the course, presents new language in its natural context to hold students’ interest.

• Study is flexible and can continue outside of the classroom with the Digital Student’s 

Book, Resource Centre and Online Workbook.

Learn more about Open Mind at:

mac-ed.courses/open-mind

Mind Series 2nd Edition

For more information, visit:

mac-ed.courses/mind-series-second-edition

ALSO AVAILABLE IN AMERICAN ENGLISH

http://www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue
http://www.macmillanenglish.com/courses/open-mind/
http://www.macmillanenglish.com/courses/mind-series-second-edition/
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A1     C1

Straightforward Second edition

PHILIP KERR, LINDSAY CLANDFIELD, CERI JONES, ROY NORRIS, JIM SCRIVENER

Straightforward Second edition is a 6-level English course 
that takes young adult and adult learners from beginner 
through to advanced level using a methodical structure  
that encourages multi-skilled learning.

Straightforward Second edition builds on the series’ strong foundations, with content 

that is relevant to the modern, fast-paced world. Topics, articles and exercises appear in 

an intuitive design that is easy to follow and teach straight off the page. The flexible course 

structure delivers grammar in easily digestible segments and extensive productive skills 

development and practice is provided through the input and extra communication pages.

• Video material from the BBC and ITN with worksheets and additional videos help  

to engage students and give real context.

• Each Student’s Book includes self-assessment tools allowing learners to track 

and monitor their own progress.

• The series is acclaimed for its Teacher’s Book, written by the guru of teaching practice 

and instruction, Jim Scrivener. 

• The Teacher’s Resource website offers comprehensive teaching support, including CEFR 

checklists and information guides, as well as tips from Jim Scrivener.

• The Straightforward Digital disk and eBook enable simultaneous display of course assets 

for flexible teaching and learning and can be used on interactive whiteboards, projectors 

or simply on a laptop.

Discover more about Straightforward Second edition at:

mac-ed.courses/straightforward-second-edition

Beginner Elementary Pre-Intermediate Intermediate Upper 
Intermediate Advanced

Student’s Book 9780230422957 9780230423053 9780230414006 9780230423244 9780230423343 9780230423442

eBook Student’s Pack 9781786327598 9781786327611 9781786327642 9781786327659 9781786327673 9781786327697

Workbook with key & CD 9780230422971 9780230423060 9780230423169 9780230423268 9780230423350 9780230423466

Workbook without key & CD 9780230422964 9780230423077 9780230423152 9780230423251 9780230423367 9780230423459

eBook Teacher’s Pack 9781786327604 9781786327628 9781786327635 9781786327666 9781786327680 9781786327703

Class Audio CDs (x2) 9780230423022 9780230423121 9780230423220 9780230423329 9780230423428 9780230423510

Digital DVD Rom Multiple User 9780230424159 9780230424210 9780230424289 9780230424333 9780230424401 9780230423596

Digital DVD Rom Single User 9780230424166 9780230424227 9780230424272 9780230424340 9780230424395 9780230423589

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information

http://www.macmillanenglish.com/courses/straightforward-second-edition/
http://www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue
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A1     C1

Beginner Elementary Pre-intermediate Intermediate Upper 
Intermediate Advanced

eBook Student’s Pack 9781786327291 9781786327321 9781786327345 9781786327369 9781786327383 9781786327390

Workbook Pack with Key  
New Edition

9781405070607 9781405085984 9781405099646 9780230009097 9780230009233 9780230009363

Workbook Pack without Key 
New Edition

9781405070614 9781405085991 9781405099554 9781405099684 9780230009158 9780230009288

eBook Teacher’s Pack 9781786327307 9781786327314 9781786327338 9781786327352 9781786327376 9781786327406

Class Audio CDS (x3) 9781405070560 9781405086004 9781405099578 9781405099707 9780230009172 9780230009301

Digital Single User  
New Edition

9781405099479 9781405099509 9781405099561 9781405099691 9780230009165 9780230009295

Digital (Multi User Version) 9780230400153 9780230400160 9780230400177 9780230400184 9780230400191 9780230400207

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information

New Inside Out
SUE KAY, VAUGHAN JONES, CERI JONES, TANIA BASTOW, AMANDA JEFFRIES

New Inside Out is the internationally successful 6-level 
general English course for adults. The course uses meaningful 
presentation, practice and communication with a strong 
emphasis on personalisation.

By creating a structured learning environment that speaks to students’ own experiences, 

New Inside Out involves and engages learners in a lively and communicative way.  

Working closely with teachers and students, authors Sue Kay and Vaughan Jones 

discovered what works in a real classroom environment. The result is a course that helps 

teachers create optimal learning conditions. 

• The Useful Phrases and Vocabulary Extra sections allow students to practise functional, 

real-world language in a context that interests them.

• A new Grammar section provides a summary of the new grammatical structures  

as well as extra practice. 

• The Workbook contains a complete writing course that provides extensive standalone 

practice for students in their own time.

• The comprehensive all-in-one Teacher’s Book provides teachers with notes, tips and 

photocopiable activities. 

• The eBook provides students with a page-faithful version of the printed Student’s Book 

with embedded audio.

New American Inside Out
Discover more at

mac-ed.courses/new-american-inside-out 

ALSO AVAILABLE IN AMERICAN ENGLISH

See our website for further details

mac-ed.courses/new-inside-out

http://www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue
http://mac-ed.courses/new-american-inside-out
http://www.macmillanenglish.com/courses/new-inside-out/
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Move
BILL BOWLER, JON HIRD, ANGELA HOLMAN, SUE KAY, PETER MAGGS, BRUCE MILNE, SUE PARMINTER, 

JENNY QUINTANA, REBECCA ROBB BENNE, BARBARA WEBB

Move offers a short topic-based unit structure ideal for short intensive or 

refresher courses. Using a discovery-based approach to vocabulary and 

grammar, Move emphasises achievable language acquisition and practice  

for learners with limited classroom time.

• Flexible course structure allows for content to be extended with extra resources and teaching notes  
from the Teacher’s Book.

• Each unit contains a Language Study section that follows a guided discovery approach, including 
examples that encourage students to notice language use in the real context.

• The Resource section includes worksheets for discussion lessons and extra language practice as well  
as placement, unit and module tests to support revision.

• Dedicated Vocabulary sections include lexical sets and phrasal verbs, and encourage students to take 
note of how vocabulary is used in accompanying listening activities. 

• Review units at the end of each module offer stimulating additional practice, including Wordlists  
and Reference Pages which students can use in or outside the classroom.

Find out more at:

mac-ed.courses/move

Global
LINDSAY CLANDFIELD, AMANDA JEFFRIES, JACKIE MCAVOY, KATE PICKERING, REBECCA ROBB BENNE, 

ROBERT CAMPBELL, MICHAEL VINCE

Global is an award winning 6-level general English course with sophisticated 

content and international appeal. Information-rich topics are combined with 

a global outlook in a stimulating design.

• The Global Voices sections give students the opportunity to listen to authentic native and non-native 
speakers in their own time, furthering their learning.

• Global English sections provide extra reading practice with texts written especially for the course  
by David Crystal, world-renowned expert on the English language.

• The Teacher’s Book includes a range of specialist methodology essays written by award  
winning ELT authors. 

• The eBook offers students a page-faithful version of the print coursebook with interactive audio.

For complete component pack information,  

ISBNs and further information, please visit:

mac-ed.courses/global

A1+     C1

A1+     C1

Elementary Pre-intermediate Intermediate Upper 
Intermediate Advanced

Student’s Book Pack 9781405095129 9781405086141 9781405086165 9781405086189 9781405095143

Teacher’s Book 9781405022958 9781405003162 9781405003292 9781405003421 9781405022996

Class CDs (x2) 9781405022972 9781405003186 9781405003315 9781405003445 9781405023016

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue for complete component pack information

http://www.macmillanenglish.com/courses/move/
http://www.macmillanenglish.com/courses/global/
http://www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue
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MEC for 
Business

Macmillan English Campus is an enhanced  
and now fully responsive English language learning 
platform for teens, young adults and professionals.

The Macmillan English Campus provides  
on-demand and flexible language practice,  
pre-built courses covering all four language skills  
and teaching tools at every level, all in one platform.

   Compatible with mobile  
devices for learning in and  
out of the classroom

   Over 3,500 activities, videos  
and resources to support  
learning and teaching

   User-friendly and intuitive  
navigation for seamless integration 
with existing courses

macmillanenglishcampus.com/request-a-demo

http://macmillanenglishcampus.com/request-a-demo/

